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and deeper-living' boreal forms that are never met with at

Spitsbergen.
Another boreo-arctic area lies in the south-western portion

of the Norwegian Sea on the ridge connecting Iceland and the

Faroes. The crest of the Wyville Thomson Ridge between the

Faroes and Shetland has not been examined by the "Michael

Sars," but undoubtedly it may be included. On the broad ridge
between the Faroes and Iceland we took up several stations

in 1902, at a depth of 450 to 480 metres, the temperature varying
between 3.12° C. and 3.98° C.; the greatest depth on the top of

this ridge is about 500 metres. Here we came across the same

mixed fauna already described as characteristic of the north

eastern boreo - arctic area, the " Michael Sars" securing
distinct arctic forms,' together with boreal forms' which

penetrate into the boreo-arctic portion of the Barents Sea. If

we remember that the polar and Atlantic currents meet about

the middle of the Iceland-Faroe ridge, it will be easy to

understand the boreo-arctic character of the bottom fauna. It

is remarkable that such distinctly cold-water forms as Hyrnenas/er
and Nyrnj5hon rebus/urn were found in water with a temperature
of 3° or 4° C.; no doubt the individuals were few (only one

specimen of .ATymj5hon rebus/urn, for instance, being taken), still

their occurrence seems to show that the bottom-water on the

ridge has not always the high temperatures we recorded-the

temperatures must often be considerably lower, perhaps even

below 0° C. at times.' Boreal deep-water forms are furthered in

their advance occasionally by warm currents, and yet they can

endure low and varying temperatures; the converse probably
holds good with various purely arctic forms, which owe their

distribution to the cold arctic water, but can endure the higher

temperatures when that is displaced by Gulf Stream water.

In spite of this Hymenas/er and IVymp/zon rebus/urn are just as

much arctic forms asHbas/ericzs, Pen/agonas/er, and Pen/oftIiilus

are boreal forms.

An/a/is eu/a/is, Sc/,izaster fra.ilis, Hi pas/erias plana, Pen/avnas/er ranzdaris,
Vrn,ca s/tonii, Hippolyle sccurifrouis, Crangon all,,:anni, Nep/irops norvegidus (?), Pon/oJ'/uilus
zorvegfrus, illunida rugosa, and several others. The hydroids, on the other hand, are very widely
distributed, as most of the species met with in these tracts are commonly distributed throughout
the boreal region ; some species of hydroids seem able to adapt themselves to all temperatures
(eurythermal forms).

Ilymenas/dr pelluicid:s, So/aster squauna/us, An/edoui esdiric/uli, Rhac/wirofis aculeala,

Epimeria br/ca/a, Nv,iup/wn robus/uiun, Lampra juiburea.
8 Hippas/erias plauza, J'eu:laçonas/er u,rranularis, Schias/er fra.çilis, Antedouu le,uella,

Gorgonocep/zalus /incki and G. lamarcki, Fo,ztop/uilus norvegicus, Sabinca sarsi, and amongst
hydroids 77iu/arla I/zn/a and Hydra//mann/a /zkala, although not in any great quantities.

The Danish '' Ingoif" Expedition recorded a temperature of -1-0-5' C. at about 510
metres.
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